
 Student Peer Teacher 
Prototype Cars (Did you complete none, one, or two?)   /10 /10 /10  

Plan and Body (Does your CO2 car match your plan? Is it light? 
Aerodynamic, Symmetrical )   /10 

/10 /10  

Wheels and CO2 Hole (Are the wheels square? Spin freely? Is the 
CO2 hole drilled square to the back? Is it the correct depth)   /10 

/10 /10  

Paint (Is it creative, neat and clean, not a mess, not just one 
color? no paint where it shouldn’t be?)   /10 

/10 /10  

Sanding (Is the car smooth? Sanded with the grain?)  /10 /10 /10  

Dragster Marking Sheet            Full Name: Final Grade 
X2 
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